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Given a Suslin function , on a domain Y in a Banach space X one can define
two envelopes of , related to the pluripotential theory. The first one, denoted by
P,, is the supremum of all plurisubharmonic functions less than ,. The value of the
other one, denoted by D ,, at some point z is equal to the infimum of integrals over
the boundaries of all closed analytic disks centered at z. In this paper we study the
relationship between these envelopes. We show that D ,P*, for a large class of
functions on domains in Banach spaces, where P*, is the upper regularization of
P,. If X=Cn, then we prove that D *, is always equal to P*,.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a complex Banach space and let Y be a domain in X. The ball
of radius r centered at z # X will be denoted by B(z, r). Let U be the open
unit disk in C. We will write S for U. We also will write m(E ) for the
Lebesgue measure of a set E/Rn and l(E ) for the length of E/S.
An upper semicontinuous (usc) function on Y is called plurisubharmonic
(psh) if for every z # Y and w # X there is r>0 such that
u(z)
1
2? |
2?
0
u(z+ei%tv) d%
for all t<r.
An analytic disk in Y is a holomorphic mapping f of a neighborhood of
the closure U of U into Y. We denote the set of analytic disks in Y by
A(Y ). We denote by A (Y ) the set of closed analytic disks in Y, i.e., all con-
tinuous mappings f of U into Y holomorphic in U. If f # A(Y ) and u is a
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psh function on Y, then (see [M]) the function u b f is subharmonic (sbh)
on a neighborhood of U . Thus
u( f (0))
1
2? |
2?
0
u( f (ei%)) d%.
Fatou’s lemma implies that this inequality is also valid for f # A (Y ).
A Borel probability measure + on Y with a compact support is called a
pluri-Jensen measure with barycenter z # Y if
u(z)|
Y
u(w) d+(w)
for every psh function u on Y. Thus for every f # A (Y ) the measure
+f (E )=l( f &1(E ) & S)2? is pluri-Jensen with barycenter f (0). We will
denote the space of all pluri-Jensen measures on Y with barycenter z by
Jz(Y ).
A set F/Y is pluripolar if there is a psh function u on Y equal to &
on F and strictly pluripolar if such function u can be chosen to be negative.
The need for the second definition can be explained by the following
example: if X=Y=C and F=[0], then F is pluripolar but not strictly
pluripolar. It is known (see [He]) that the countable union of pluripolar
or strictly pluripolar sets has the same property. We say that Y is of bounded
type if every pluripolar set in Y is strictly pluripolar. Every bounded
domain in Cn is of bounded type.
We denote by ,* the upper regularization of a function , on Y, i.e.,
,*(z)=lim sup
w  z
,(w).
The function .* is usc and is the least usc function greater than ,.
There are two efficient ways in the pluripotential theory for constructing
new psh functions. Let
PY ,=sup[v : v is psh on Y and v,]
be the psh envelope of , and let P*Y , be its upper regularization. We will
omit the index Y when it does not lead to confusion. It was proved in [L]
and [K] that the upper regularization P*, of P, is psh and in [BT]
that in the case X=Cn the functions P, and P*, differ on an at most
pluripolar set. If two functions differ on a strictly pluripolar set, then their
plurisubharmonic envelopes coincide (see Lemma 2.3).
Another method works for usc functions ,. We call the function
DY ,(z)=D,(z)= inf
f # A(Y ), f (0)=z
D( f, ,),
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where
D( f, ,)=
1
2? |
2?
0
,( f (ei%)) d%,
the disk envelope of ,.
It was proved in [P1] and [P4] that D, is psh when , is usc. So in this
case D,=P,=P*,.
If , is lower semicontinuous (lsc), then this method fails as the following
example shows.
Example 1.1. Let C be a closed set in the interval [&12, 12] of
Hausdorff dimension :, 0<:<1. Let X=C, Y=U, and ,=&/C , where
/C is the characteristic function of C. The set C is not polar because :>0
and therefore P*,<0 everywhere on U. On the other hand D( f, ,)=0 for
all f # A(U ), f (0)  C, because :<1. Thus D,=0 everywhere on U"C.
However, for the case of lsc functions we have Edwards’ theorem [E],
which we state in a convenient for us form.
Theorem 1.2. If , is a locally bounded above lower semicontinuous
function on a domain Y/Cn, then
P,(z)=J,=inf {|Y ,(w) d+(w) : + # Jz(Y )= .
According to this theorem if in the definition of envelopes we replace
measures induced by analytic disks with more flexible pluri-Jensen
measures, then the psh envelope P, and pluri-Jensen envelope J, coincide.
In this case J, is, in general, only lsc (see [CR]). Therefore P, is also only
lsc but by the result from [BT] mentioned above the functions P*, and J,
differ on a pluripolar set. Since P*, is psh, we are able to construct a psh
function with values equal to the values of J, outside a thin set. For example,
we can use this construction to extend functions from non-pluripolar
submanifolds.
Of course J, can be defined not only for a lsc function , but for any
function measurable with respect to finite Borel measures. It happens (see
[CR]) that the most appropriate candidate for sufficiently general class of
such functions is the space of Suslin or analytic functions. A function , is
called Suslin (analytic) if for all real a sets [,a] are Suslin (analytic).
Recently Cole and Ransford proved in [CR] that for a locally bounded
above Suslin function , on a domain Y/Cn functions P, and J, differ on
an at most pluripolar set. This result was a surprising generalization of
Edwards’ theorem.
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In this paper we replace pluri-Jensen measures in the ColeRansford
result by closed analytic disks. The structure of pluri-Jensen measures is
quite complicated and, although, on compacta in Cn pluri-Jensen measures
are weak- V limits of measures +fn (see [P3]), it is difficult to use such
limits working with discontinuous functions. Moreover, for applications in
Banach spaces we have to leave locally compact spaces like Cn and it leads
to additional problems because Edwards’ and ColeRansford results are
based on the Riesz description of the space dual to the space of continuous
functions. Thus we have to find a different approach.
For a Suslin function , on Y we introduce the closed disk envelope
D ,(z)= inf
f # A (Y ), f (0)=z
D( f, ,).
Clearly
P,J,D ,D,,. (1)
The place of P*, in this chain of inequalities is not so clear.
The main goal of this paper is to expand the existing theory of envelopes
to Banach spaces simultaneously replacing pluri-Jensen measures in
theorems of Edwards’ and ColeRansford’s type by closed analytic disks.
To describe our results let us recall some definitions.
We will frequently use the function |(z, F, Y )=P(&/F), where F is a set
in Y. A set F is called pluriregular if |*(z, F, Y)#&1 on F. Since the func-
tion |*(z, F, Y ) is psh, a set F is pluriregular if and only if |(z, F, Y )=
|*(z, F, Y ) on Y. A set F is called locally pluriregular at a point z0 # F if
|*(z0 , F & B(z0 , r), B(z0 , r))=&1 for every r>0. We say that F is if it is
locally pluriregular at all its points. For example, balls are locally
pluriregular and pluripolar sets are not. Note that the union of locally
pluriregular sets is also locally pluriregular. Non-pluripolar sets can be
non-pluriregular also if they have thin cusps. However, by a fundamental
result in [BT] every Suslin set in Cn is the union of a pluriregular set and
a pluripolar set (see also Lemma 3.1).
It is convenient for our goals to generalize this definition from sets to
functions. A function , on Y is called pluriregular if P,=P*, and locally
pluriregular if its restriction to any subdomain is pluriregular. It will be
shown (see Lemma 2.6) that a function is locally pluriregular if all sublevel
sets are locally pluriregular. In Section 4 we give a criterion of local
pluriregularity for sets in Banach spaces.
Since P,,, the pluriregularity of , implies the inequality P*,,. But
the function P*, is psh and is always greater or equal to P,. Hence, if
P*,,, then P*,=P,. Thus , is pluriregular if and only if P*,,.
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A function , is weakly pluriregular if the set [P,<P*,] is strictly
pluripolar. By [BT] any Suslin function on a bounded domain Y/Cn is
weakly pluriregular. However, we do not know whether results from [BT]
hold in Banach spaces or not.
We call a function , disk regular if P*,=D ,. Then , is pluriregular
because always D ,,.
Our main result in Section 2 is:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that , is a locally bounded above lsc function on
a domain Y in a complex separable Banach space X such that for each real
a the set [,a] can be represented as the union of a locally pluriregular set
and a strictly pluripolar set. Then , is weakly pluriregular and D ,P*,.
Moreover, if all sets [,a] are either empty or locally pluriregular, then ,
is disk regular.
In Section 3 we study the functional D on domains in Cn. There
theorems of Josefson and Bedford and Taylor (see [BT] and [Kl]) help
us to advance much further. In particular, we prove
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that , is a locally bounded above Suslin function
on a domain Y of bounded type in Cn. Then:
1. P,D ,P*,;
2. if , is pluriregular or D , is upper semicontinuous, then , is disk
regular.
By results of [BT] this means that P, and D , always differ on a
pluripolar set. It also looks surprising that in Example 1.1 for every
‘ # U"C and every =>0 there is a mapping f # A (U ) such that f (0)=‘ and
D( f, ,)<P*,(‘)+=. The positiveness of = is essential. Indeed, if f # A (U )
and f (0)=‘, then consider the negative subharmonic function u=P*, and
the set A=[! # S : f (!) # U"C]. The set A has a positive length and
therefore
u(‘)D( f, u)D( f, ,)+
1
2? |A u( f (e
i%)) d%.
Hence D( f, ,)>P*,(‘).
It is worthwhile to note that equalities in (1) are impossible in general.
Considering the closed disk F=B (0, 12) in U and the function ,=&/F
on U we see that D,<, on U"F. Example 1.1 provides another function
, such that D ,<D, a.e. The interpretation in [CR] of the example in
[CP] shows that P, can be strictly less than J, on a pluripolar set. The
following example shows that the same is true for J, and D ,.
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Example 1.5. Let Y be a ball of radius 3 centered in the origin of C2,
K1=[z1=ei%, 0%?, z2=0] and K2=[z1=ei%, ?%2?, z2=ei!,
0!2?]. Define a measure + on Y equal to d% d!4?2 on K2 and to
d!2? on K1 . Clearly + is a pluri-Jensen measure with barycenter at 0. Let
K=K1 _ K2 and ,=&/K . Then J,(0)=&1. But if a mapping f =
( f1 , f2) # A (Y ) with f (0)=0 and f (!) # K1 on a set of positive measure in
the unit circle S, then f2 #0. Hence the length of the set f &1(K) & S is not
greater than either the length of the set in S where f1(!)=ei%, 0%?, or
the length of the set in S where f1(!)=ei%, ?%2?. It is well known that
both lengths cannot exceed 2?a, where a<1. Therefore J,(0)<D ,(0).
It was proved in [CR] that any locally bounded above Suslin function
, on a domain Y/Cn, satisfying the inequality
,(z)|
Y
,(w) d+(w)
for every z # Y and + # Jz(Y ), is equal to P, outside a pluripolar set. We
improve this result with
Theorem 1.6. If a locally bounded above Suslin function , on a domain
Y/Cn satisfies the inequality
,( f (0))|
2?
0
,( f (ei%)) d%
for every f # A (Y), then ,=P, outside a pluripolar set and ,*=P*,.
Proof. The subaveraging inequality implies that ,D , on Y. By (1)
D ,=,. By Theorem 1.4 P,,P*,. Thus P, and , coincide outside a
pluripolar set and ,*=P*,. K
Finally we note that any time we switch from infinite-dimensional
Banach spaces to Cn we do it only because we are not able to provide
answers in the infinite-dimensional case to two questions raised by
P. Lelong many years ago:
1. Is a locally pluripolar set in X pluripolar?
2. Is the set [z # Y : P,(z)<P*,(z)] pluripolar?
When X=Cn both questions were answered positively by Josephson (see
[Kl]) and Bedford and Taylor [BT], respectively. The positive answer to
the second question implies the positive answer to the first one. However,
the basic tool used in [BT] to resolve the problem is the theory of the
MongeAmpe re operator. Since even the definition of such an operator is
unclear for infinite-dimensional spaces, it is hard to imagine a direct
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transfer of methods in [BT] to infinite dimensions. Therefore any advance-
ment in answering these questions will without any doubt discover new
fundamental facts about the pluripotential theory.
2. ENVELOPES OF FUNCTIONS ON DOMAINS IN
BANACH SPACES
Let T=S_S be the unit torus in C2. We define a measure + on T as the
Fubini product of lengths on S. We will need the following technical result.
Theorem 2.1. Let C be a closed set in T with +(C )>0 and let
h # A(Y ), where Y is a domain in a Banach space X. Let 1=#j , 1 jn,
be the union of finitely many disjoint closed arcs #j in S and let U1 be a
neighborhood of U . Suppose that for every 1 jn there is a continuous
mapping fj : U1_#j  Y such that f j ( } , !) # A(Y ) and fj (0, !)=h(!) for
every ! # #j . Define the mapping f : U1 _S  Y as
f (‘, !)={ f j (‘, !),h(!),
! # #j ,
! # S"1
Then for every =>0 there is a neighborhood U2 of U and a holomorphic
mapping g : U2  Y such that:
1. g(0)=h(0);
2. | g(!)&h(!)|sup‘ # S | f (‘, !)&h(!)|+=;
3. there is a closed set C$/S with the following properties: l(C$)>
(1&=) +(C )2? and for every ! # C$ there is (‘, !) # C such that
| g(!)& f (‘, !)|<=.
Proof. Let us fix some positive = and choose a real-valued continuous
function {(!) on S equal to 0 at endpoints of all arcs #j such that 0{1
and the length of the set T=[{=1] is greater than 2?(1&=+(C)4?2). On
U1 _S we define the mapping F(‘, !)= f ({(!) ‘, !)&h(!). Clearly F is
continuous in !, holomorphic in ‘, and F(0, !)#0.
For every natural N the mapping
FN(‘, !)=
1
2?iN
:
N&1
m=0
:
m
k=&m
!k |
2?
0
F(‘, ei%) e&i(k+1) % d%= :
k=N&1
k=1&N
ck(‘) !k
is holomorphic in ‘ # U1 and rational in ! with a pole of order N&1 at
!=0. Moreover ck(0)=0 for all k and, consequently, ck(‘)=‘bk(‘) where
bk are holomorphic mappings of U1 . Thus the mapping FN(!M‘, !),
MN, extends holomorphically to !=0.
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By [H, Ch. 2] the sequence [FN] converges uniformly to F on U _S
and we can find N such that |F&FN |<= there and h(!)+FN(‘, !) maps
U _S into Y. Take MN so big that G(‘, !)=h(!)+FN(!M‘, !) maps U 2
into Y. Note that G(0, !)=h(!) and the automorphism (‘, !)  (!M‘, !) of
T has the unit Jacobian. Therefore the measure of the set C1=[(‘, !) # T :
(!M‘, !) # C] is equal to +(C ) and by Fubini’s theorem there is : # S such
that the length of the set C2=[! # S : (:!, !) # C1] is greater than or equal
to +(C )2?.
Let g(!)=G(:!, !). Then g(0)=h(0),
| g(!)&h(!)|=|FN(:!M+1, !)|| f ({(!) :!M+1, !)&h(!)|+=
and
| g(!)&h(!)|sup
‘ # S
| f (‘, !)&h(!)|+=.
If C$=C2 & [{=1], then l(C$)>(1&=) +(C)2? and if ! # C$, then
(:!M+1, !) # C. Hence
| g(!)& f (:!M+1, !)||FN(:!M+1, !)&F({(!) :!M+1, !)|<=. K
It is not difficult to deduce from this theorem the following result proved
in [P4].
Corollary 2.2. If Y is a domain in a complex Banach space X and ,
is an usc function on Y, then D,=P,=P*,. Moreover D,=D ,.
The equality D,=D , is true because by Fatou’s lemma
D( f, ,) lim
t  1&
D( ft , ,),
where f # A (Y ) and ft(‘)= f (t‘).
We will frequently apply this corollary to the following situation: sup-
pose W is an open subset of a domain Y/X and ,=&/W . Then , is usc
and by the corollary
|(z, W, Y )=|*(z, W, Y )=&
1
2?
sup
f # A(Y ), f (0)=z
l([‘ # S : f (‘) # W]).
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. If , and  are functions on a domain Y in a Banach space
X such that the set E=[ ,<] is strictly pluripolar, then P*P*, on Y.
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Proof. Let v& be a negative psh function on Y equal to & on
E and let F=[v=&]. If a psh function u, then u+=v, for every
=>0. Hence PP, on Y"F.
If P*,(z0)=a, then for every =>0 there is r>0 such that P,(z)a+=
on B(z0 , r). Thus P(z)a+= on B(z0 , r)"F. Hence any psh function
u on Y is less than or equal to a+= on B(z0 , r)"F. Take any point
z1 # B(z0 , r)"F and the complex line l passing through z0 and z1 . Then the
set F & l will be polar in l and, therefore, u(z0)a+=. Thus P(z0)a,
PP*, on Y, and P*P*, on Y. K
The following lemma is basic for our studies.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that , is a lsc function on a domain Y in a complex
separable Banach space X taking finitely many values a1< } } } <an+1 and
such that each set K i=[,ai], 1in can be represented as the union of
a locally pluriregular set F i and a strictly pluripolar set E i. Then , is weakly
pluriregular and D ,P*,.
Proof. To prove that , is weakly pluriregular we take the set E= E i
and a negative psh function v on Y equal to & on E. Since P*,, on
F= F i, we have P*,+=vP, for every =>0. Thus [P,<P*,]/
[v=&].
In the proof of second part of the theorem we may assume without loss
of generality that a1=&1 and an+1=0.
Let us fix a point z0 # Y and 0<=<1. For every 1in we cover the
set F i by countably many balls B ij=B(zj , rj)/Y, zj # F
i, 0<rj<12. Let
F ij=F
i & B ij and let V
i
j /B
i
j be an open set where the function
|*(z, F ij , B
i
j)<&1+=. Since the sets F
i
j are locally pluriregular, F
i
j /V
i
j .
Let
W i= .
i
k=1
.
j
V kj .
Define the function  on Y in the following way: =ai on W i"W i&1
and =0 on Y"Wn. The function  is usc and therefore by Corollary 2.2,
P*=P=D. Since , outside the set E= E i, by Lemma 2.3,
P*P*,. Therefore there is an analytic disk f1 # A(Y ) such that
f1(0)=z0 and D( f1 , )P*,(z0)+=.
Let us define inductively for all natural m starting with m=1 balls
Bij1 } } } jm , sets F
i
j1 } } } jm
/B ij1 } } } jm & F
i
j1 } } } jm&1
, and open sets
V ij1 } } } jm=[z # B
i
j1 } } } jm
: |*(z, F ij1 } } } jm , B
i
j1 } } } jm
<&1+2&m=], (2)
containing F ij1 } } } jm .
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We already found such sets for m=1. If such sets have been chosen for
m&1, then we cover sets F ij1 } } } jm&1 by countably many balls B
i
j1 } } } jm
/
Bij1 } } } jm&1 centered at points of the sets F
i
j1 } } } jm&1
and of radii less then 2&m,
denote the set B ij1 } } } jm & F
i
j1 } } } jm&1
by F ij1 } } } jm and use Eq. (2) to get the sets
V ij1 } } } jm . Since the sets F
i
j1 } } } jm
are locally pluriregular they belong to V ij1 } } } jm .
We let
W ij1 } } } jm&1= .
i
k=1
.
j
V kj1 } } } jm&1 j .
Note that F kj1 } } } jm&1 /W
i
j1 } } } jm&1
when km.
Let 2 i1= f
&1
1 (W
i) & S. We are going to construct inductively mappings
fm /A(Y ) and open sets 2 im /S, m1, 1in, satisfying the following
conditions:
1. fm(0)=z0 ;
2. 2 im /2
i
m&1 when m>1;
3. l(2 im)>l(2
i
m&1)&2
&m+5= when m>1;
4. | fm& fm&1 |<2&m+2 on S when m>1;
5. fm(!) belong to at least one of the sets W ij1 } } } jm&1 for every ! # 2
i
m .
These properties hold for m=1. Suppose that the mapping fm&1 and the
sets 2 im&1 have been chosen. Let ! # 2
i
m&1 and let fm&1(!) # V
k
j1 } } } jm&1
,
1ki. Since F kj1 } } } jm&1 /W
i
j1 } } } jm&1
, by (2) we can find a mapping f! #
A(B ij1 } } } jm&1) and a closed set A!= f
&1
! (W
i
j1 } } } jm&1
) & S such that f!(0)=
fm&1(!) and l(A!)>2?(1&2&m+1=). Since the set W ij1 } } } jm&1 is open we can
find an open arc #! /2 im&1 containing ! such that f!(‘, ’)= f!(‘)+
fm&1(’)& fm&1(!) is in W ij1 } } } jm&1 when ’ # #! and ‘ # A! . Starting with
i=1 we can find inductively finitely many points ! ij /2
i
m&1 and disjoint
closed arcs # ij /#!ji with the following properties: l(1
i)>(1&2&m=)
l(2 im&1), where
1 i= .
i
k=1
.
j
#kj ,
and for each (i, j) there is W ij1 } } } jm&1=Z
i
j such that f
i
j (‘, !)= f!ij (‘, !) # Z
i
j
for all ! # # ij and ‘ # A
i
j=A!ij .
There is r>0 such that f ij (‘, !)+a # Z
i
j for all i and j when ‘ # A
i
j , ! # #
i
j ,
and |a|<r. Let
C=[(‘, !) # T : ! # # ij , ‘ # A
i
j , 1in].
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Then +(C )>2?(1&2&m+1=) l(1 n). We apply Theorem 2.1 to h= fm&1 #
A(Y ), the system of arcs # ij , mappings f
i
j and the set C taking = in this
theorem smaller than r and =2&m to get a holomorphic mapping fm : U2  Y.
Then fm(0)= fm&1(0)=z0 .
The closed set C$ provided by Theorem 2.1 has the length
l(C$)>(1&=2&m)2 (1&2&m+1=) l(2nm&1)l(2
n
m&1)&2
&m+4=.
Since C$/2nm&1 we have l(C$ & 2
i
m&1)l(2
i
m&1)&2
&m+4=. Let 2 im be an
open subset of 2im&1 where fm(!) belongs to some W
i
j1 } } } jm&1
. Clearly
C$ & 2 im&1 /2
i
m and therefore l(2
i
m)l(2
i
m&1)&2
&m+4=. Moreover,
| fm(!)& fm&1(!)|sup
‘ # S
| f ij (‘, !)& fm&1(!)|+2
&m=2&m+2.
Thus the sequence of mappings fm uniformly converges on U to a mapping
f # A (Y ). Let 2i=m 2 im . Then
l(2i)l(211)&= :

j=1
2&m+5l(2 i1)&32=.
If ! # 2 im , then fm(!) belongs to one of sets V
k
j1 } } } jm
, 1ki, and therefore
the distance from f (!) to F i is less than 2&m. Hence f (!) # K i and
D( f, ,)D( f1 , )+64?=P*,(z0)+65?=.
Since = is arbitrarily small, D ,P*,. K
Now we can approach the case of functions with infinitely many values.
We start with two simple lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. Let [,j] be a decreasing sequence of Suslin functions on a
domain Y/X converging to a function ,. Then:
1. , is weakly pluriregular and P*,=lim P*,j if functions ,j are
weakly pluriregular; moreover, D ,P*, provided D ,jP*,j for all j;
2. , is disk regular if each ,j is disk regular.
Proof. Let Ej=[z # Y : P,j<P*,j]. Each of sets Ej is strictly pluripolar
and by [He, Prop. 4.5.10] the set E= Ej is also strictly pluripolar. If
z # Y"E, then P,j=P*,j for all j and therefore the psh function
u=lim P*,j is less than , on Y"E. Take a negative psh function v on Y
equal to & on E. Then u+=v, for every =>0. Hence u+=vP,u
and therefore P*,=u and the set [P,&P*,<0]/[v=&].
Clearly functions D ,j converge to D ,. Thus D ,P*, if D ,jP*,j for
all j.
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To prove 2 we note that in this case D ,j=P*,j for all j. Hence
D ,=lim D ,j=lim P*,j=P*,. K
Lemma 2.6. If , is a locally bounded above function on a domain Y/X
such that for every real a the set [,a] is either empty or locally
pluriregular, then the function , is locally pluriregular.
Proof. It suffices to prove that P*,,. Suppose that ,(z0)a<
P*,(z0) at some point z0 # Y. Take the locally pluriregular set F=[,a]
and a ball B=B(z0 , r)/Y where ,<a+M<. By Choquet topological
lemma (see [Kl]) there is an increasing sequence of plurisubharmonic
functions vj, on B such that P*B,=(limj   vj)*. Let uj=
(vj&a&M)M. The functions u j are negative in B and uj &1 on B & F.
Therefore
( lim
j  
u j)* (z0)=
P*B,(z0)&a&M
M
|*(z0 , F & B, B)=&1.
Thus P*Y ,(z0)P*B,(z0)a. This contradiction proves the lemma. K
Now we can prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof. For a natural number m and an integer j we define the set
Emj=[z # Y : ,(z) j2&m], m1. Let
,m(z)= min
&m2m j<
j2&m/Emj (z).
Then the sequence of functions ,m is decreasing and converges to ,.
Since , is locally bounded above we can exhaust the domain Y by
increasing subdomains Ym such that , is bounded above on Ym . The
restriction m of ,m to Ym takes finitely many values j2&m. Since
[m(z) j2&m]=[, j2&m] & Ym , j &m2m,
by Lemma 2.4 functions m are weakly pluriregular and D Ym mP*Ym m .
Moreover the set [PYm m<P*Ym m] belongs to the set E of points where
at least one of the sets Emj is not locally pluriregular and this set is strictly
pluripolar. The sequence of functions P*Ym m is decreasing and converges to
a psh function u on Y. Since P*Ym mm on Ym"E, the function u, on
Y"E. By Lemma 2.3, uP*,. Since m,, P*Ym mP*Ym ,P*,. Hence
P*,=u. Since u, on Y"E, P*,P, on Y"E. Therefore, the function ,
is weakly pluriregular. Also the functions D Ym m are less or equal to
P*Ym m and converge to D ,. Thus D ,P*,.
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If sets [,a] are locally pluriregular or empty, then by Lemma 2.6,
P*,=P, and therefore D ,=P*,. K
3. ENVELOPES OF SUSLIN FUNCTIONS ON DOMAINS IN Cn
We start to study the case of X=Cn with the following observation,
which shows that in Theorem 1.3 we can eliminate several important
assumptions.
Lemma 3.1. Every Suslin set K/Cn is the union of a locally pluriregular
set and a pluripolar set.
Proof. Let us show that the set E of points in K where K is not locally
pluriregular is pluripolar. For every point z # E we choose r=r(z)>0
such that |*(z, K & B(z, r), B(z, r))> &1. Let Ej=[z # E : r(z)>1j]. We
choose a countable covering of the set Ej by balls Bk of radius 12j centered
at points zk # Ej . If z # Ej & Bk , then Bk /B(z, r(z)) and therefore
|*(z, Ej & Bk , Bk)> &1. Thus by [BT] the set Ej & Bk is pluripolar. Since
the countable union of pluripolar sets is pluripolar, the sets Ej and E are
pluripolar. K
Another useful observation is that on domains of bounded type in Cn
every function is weakly pluriregular (see [BT]).
Let Y be a domain in Cn. We fix a nonempty domain W//Y and for
a nonpositive function , on Y we introduce its capacity
C(,)=&|
W
P*,(z) dm(z).
(Here m denotes the standard Lebesgue measure on Cn.)
If ,=&/E , where E is a set in Y, then its capacity is the capacity of E.
This set function was introduced and studied in [P2]. For the purposes of
this paper we have to generalize this definition to functions. Note that
C(,)=0 if and only if the set [,<0] is strictly pluripolar.
The following lemma is the analog of Lemma 3.1 for functions.
Lemma 3.2. Any nonpositive function , on Y can be represented as the
sum of nonpositive functions ,r and ,p , where the function ,r is locally
pluriregular and C(,p)=0.
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Proof. Take a set of real numbers :j , :0=0, dense in (&, 0]. Let
Kj=[,:j]. By Lemma 3.1 the set Kj is the union of a locally pluriregular
set Fj and a pluripolar set Ej . Let
,r(z)=inf[: j : z # F j].
Then ,r, and ,r=, when z   Fj . Thus the function ,p=,&,r0
and C(,p)=0.
Since
[,r<a]= .
:j<a
F j ,
the set [,r<a] is locally pluriregular. Take a ball B=B(z0 , r)/Y and
=>0. Let ,r(z0)=b. Then z0 # F j , :j<b+=. If a psh function u on B is less
than ,r , then u<: j on F j . Since the set Fj is locally pluriregular at z0 , there
is t>0 such that u<:j+= on B(z0 , t). Therefore PB,:j+= on B(z0 , t)
and, consequently,
P*B,(z0):j+=<b+2=.
Thus P*B,(z0)b and this means that ,r is locally pluriregular at z0 . K
Theorem 3.3. If a domain Y/Cn is of bounded type, then the function
C(,) is a capacity, i.e.:
1. C(,)C() if ,;
2. if ,j is an increasing sequence of lsc nonpositive functions and
,=lim ,j , then C(,)=lim C(,j);
3. if ,j is a decreasing sequence of nonpositive functions and ,=lim , j ,
then C(,)=lim C(,j).
Proof. Since P*,P*,, (1) follows.
(2) It follows from (1) that C(,)limj   C(,j). By the Choquet
topological lemma [Kl, Lemma 2.3.4] there exists an increasing sequence
of psh functions vj, such that P*,=(limj   vj)*. Since the functions v j
are usc and the functions ,i are lsc, for every number =>0 and every j
there is i( j) such that ,i and, consequently, P*,i are greater than vj&=
when ii( j) on W. The functions vj converge to P*, in L1(W ). Hence
C(,)=& lim
j   |W vj (z) dm(z) limj   C(,j)&=m(W ).
Since =>0 is arbitrary, C(,)=limj   C(, j).
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(3) We use Lemma 3.2 to split every function ,j into the sum of a
locally pluriregular function ,jr and a function ,jp with C(, jp)=0. It may
happen that the sequence of functions ,jr is not decreasing. But if functions
1 and 2 are locally pluriregular, then the function =min[1 , 2] is
also locally pluriregular. Indeed, P* does not exceed both 1 and 2 and
therefore P* and this inequality implies pluriregularity. So we replace
the functions ,jr by the functions jr=min[,1r , ..., ,jr] to make the
sequence of ,jr decreasing. Clearly , jjr,jr . Hence 0jp=, j&jr
,jp and, consequently, C(jp)=0.
The sequence of psh functions Pjr is decreasing and converges to a psh
function v. Let us show that v=P*,. For every j we choose a negative psh
function uj equal to & on the support Ej of ,jp and with C(u j)=2& j.
Then the function u= uj is psh and u&. If z   Ej , then ,(z)=
lim jr(z). Since Pjr(z)jr(z), we see that v(z),(z). Thus for every
=>0 the function v+=u, and P*,v. The converse of the latter
inequality is evident and finally we get the equality P*,=v. Since
P*,j=P*jr , it follows that P*,=lim P*, j and C(,)=lim C(,j). K
The classical Choquet capacitability theorem [C] states that if X is a
complete separable metric space and a nonnegative function c defined on
subsets of X is a capacity, i.e.:
1. c(E)c(F ) if E/F;
2. if Kj is a decreasing sequence of compact sets and K= Kj , then
c(K )=lim c(Kj);
3. if Fj is an increasing sequence of sets and F= Fj , then
c(F )=lim c(F j);
then for every Suslin set E we can find an increasing sequence of com-
pact sets Kj /E such that c(E)=lim c(Kj). Our nearest goal is to produce
an expansion of this theorem to functions.
Let Y be a domain in Cn. We denote Y_(&, 0] by Y&. If , is a non-
positive function on Y, then
R,=[(z, t) # Y& : z # Y, ,(z)t0].
Lemma 3.4. A nonpositive function , on Y is Suslin if and only if the set
R, is Suslin.
Proof. If R, is Suslin and a0, then the set
E=R, & [(z, t) : z # Y, ta]/Y&
is Suslin. Since the set [,a] is the projection of E on Y, it is also Suslin.
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If the function , is Suslin, for integers j0 and m1 we denote by Emj
the set [,& j2&m]. Since the product of Suslin sets is Suslin, for each m
and j the set Fmj=Emj_[&j2&m, &( j+1) 2&m] is also Suslin. Since the
countable union of Suslin sets is Suslin, the set Fm= j Fmj is Suslin. Since
m Fm=R, and the countable intersection of Suslin sets is Suslin, R, is
also Suslin. K
Now we can obtain an expansion of the Choquet theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let Y be a domain in Cn, let C be a capacity defined on
nonpositive functions on Y and let , be a nonpositive Suslin function on Y.
Then there is a sequence of decreasing nonpositive lsc functions ,j, with
compact support such that C(,)=lim C(,j).
Proof. If E is a set in Y&, then for every z # Y we define ,E (z) as
inf[t : (z, t) # E]. We let ,E (z)=0 if the set [t : (z, t) # E] is empty. Set
c(E )=C(,E).
Let us verify that c is a capacity. The first property is evident. If Kj is a
decreasing sequence of compact sets, then the sequence of functions ,j=,Kj
is increasing and each of the functions ,j is lsc. Since ,K=lim , j ,
c(K )=lim c(Kj).
If Fj is an increasing sequence of sets, then the sequence of functions
,j=,Fj is decreasing. Since ,F=lim , j , c(F )=lim c(F j).
The function , and, consequently, the set R, are Suslin. By the Choquet
theorem there is an increasing sequence of compact sets Kj /R, such
that C(,)=lim C(,j), where ,j=,Kj . Since the sets Kj are compact and
increasing, functions , j are lsc and decreasing. K
Corollary 3.6. Let ,<A< be a Suslin function on a domain Y of
bounded type in Cn and let a domain W//Y. Then for every =>0 there is
a bounded lsc function , on W such that ,=A outside a compact set in
Y and
|
W
(P*Y (z)&P*Y ,(z)) dm(z)<=.
Proof. The function , is bounded on Y by a constant A<. Since by
Theorem 3.3 the function
C()=|
Z
P*Y (z) dm(z)
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is a capacity, by Theorem 3.5 for every =>0 there is a nonpositive lsc func-
tion 1,&A on Y with compact support such that
|
W
P*Y 1(z) dm(z)&|
W
P*Y (,(z)&A) dm(z)<=.
But P*Y (,&A)=P*Y ,&A and, therefore, for =1+A we have
|
W
P*Y (z) dm(z)&|
W
P*Y ,(z) dm(z)<=. K
The following theorem expands this result to general functions.
Theorem 3.7. Let , be a locally bounded above Suslin function on a
domain Y/Cn of bounded type. Then there is a decreasing sequence of
locally bounded above lsc functions ,m, on Y such that
lim
j  
P*,m=P*,.
Proof. Take an exhaustion of Y by subdomains Ym //Ym+1 , m=1, 2, ... .
We can find an increasing sequence of numbers Am such that ,Am on
Y m . By Corollary 3.6 for every m>1 there is a bounded lsc function  m,
on Ym such that  m=Am outside a compact set in Ym and
|
Ym&1
(P*Ym  m(z)&P*Ym ,(z)) dm(z)<2
&m. (3)
Extend  m to Y letting  m(z)=Am when z # Y"Ym . We get a lsc function
on Y. Let 1= 1 and for m>1 let
m(z)={min[m&1(z), 
 m(z)],
 m ,
z # Y m&1 ,
z # Y"Y m&1 .
The functions m are lsc, m m on Y and m, on Y m . Let
,m=sup
jm
j .
Then the functions ,m are lsc, form a decreasing sequence, and are greater
than or equal to , on Ym . Hence ,m, on Y.
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Since m+1m on Ym , we see that ,mm on Ym . Therefore
P*Y ,mP*Ym mP*Ym  m
and by (3)
|
Ym&1
(P*Ym ,m(z)&P*Ym ,(z)) dm(z)<2
&m.
The sequence of psh functions P*Ym , is decreasing and therefore converges
to a psh function u. Let us show that u=P*Y ,. For this note that P*Ym ,>,
on a strictly pluripolar set. Therefore u>, also on a strictly pluripolar set
in Y. By Lemma 2.3 P*Y ,P*Y u=u. Since P*Ym ,P*Y , on Ym , the
equality follows.
Since P*Y ,P*Y ,mP*Ym ,m on Ym , we have that the integrals
|
Ym
(P*,(z)&P*Y ,k(z)) dm(z)
converge to 0 as k goes to infinity and this implies that
lim
j  
P*,m=P*,. K
It was proved in [CelP, Th. 2.1] that a function , is the pointwise limit
of a decreasing sequence of lsc functions if and only if the function , is G$ ,
i.e., sets [,a] are G$ for all a. Thus the previous theorem states that for
every locally bounded above Suslin function , there is a G$ -function ,1,
such that P*,=P*,1 . On the other hand by Choquet topological lemma
we can find an increasing sequence of psh functions vj, such that
P*,=(lim vj)*. If ,2=lim vj , then ,2 is F_ , i.e., the sets [,2a] are F_ for
all a. Moreover, P*,2=(lim vj)*=P*,. Thus we have proved
Corollary 3.8. For every locally bounded above Suslin function , on a
domain Y/Cn there are a G$ -function ,1 and an F_ -function ,2 such that
,2,,1 and P*,1=P*,=P*,2 .
Now we can prove Theorem 1.4.
Proof. Take a decreasing sequence of lsc functions ,j, such that
P*,=lim P*,j . Then by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 1.3, D ,jP*,j . If
=lim ,j , then
D ,D =lim D ,jlim P*,j=P*,
and this proves 1 because P, is always less than or equal to D ,.
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If , is pluriregular, then P*,=P, and D ,=P*,. If D , is usc, then
D ,=P*, because P,D , and therefore P*,D ,. K
4. A CRITERION OF LOCAL PLURIREGULARITY
The goal of this section is to prove the following
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a set in a Banach space X. Suppose that for some
point z0 # F and every =>0 there is a nonpluripolar cone C= /X such that
lim sup
‘  0
|(z0+‘w, F & B(z0 , r), B(z0 , r))<&1+=
for every w # C= and r>0. Then F is locally pluriregular at z0 .
We start with a lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let V and W be domains in X such that V/W and V/W
and let E be a set in V. If |(z, E, W)c on V, then
|(z, E, W )(1+c) |(z, E, V )+c
on V.
Proof. If c=&1, then the lemma follows from the maximum principle.
So let c> &1. Let v be a negative psh function on W which is less than
&1 on E. Then vc on V. By the maximum principle the function
u=
v&c
1+c
<0
on V and clearly u &1 on E. Thus u(z)|(z, E, V ) and v(z)(1+c)
|(z, E, V )+c. K
For a set E/X and 0<r<t we introduce the function
:E (r, t)= sup
&z&r
|(z, E & B(0, r), B(0, t)).
Lemma 4.3. Let E be a subset of X.
1. The function :E (r, t) is decreasing in t.
2. If 0<r<s<t and Er=E & B(0, r), then
:E (r, t)(1+:(r, s)) :Er(s, t)+:E (r, s).
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3. Either the set Er is strictly pluripolar in B(0, t) for all t>r or
lim
t  
:E(r, t)=&1.
Proof. The monotonicity of : in t is evident. To prove 2 we apply
Lemma 4.2 to E=Er , V=B(0, s), and W=B(0, t), and c=:E (r, s).
By [He, Prop. 4.5.12] the set Er is strictly pluripolar in B(0, t), t>r, if
and only if :E (r, t)=0. Thus if Er is not strictly pluripolar at some B(0, t),
then
c= lim
t  
:E (r, t)<0.
Take s=(rt)12 and t so large that :E (r, t)c2. A psh function
v(z)=
c
2
log( |z|t)
log(rt)
is equal to c2 on S(0, r), to 0 near S(0, t), and its restriction to any com-
plex line passing through the origin is harmonic outside the origin. Thus
v(z)|(z, Er , B(0, t)) on B(0, t)"B(0, r). Hence
:Er(s, t)
c
2
log(st)
log(rt)
=
c
2
log(rt)12
log(rt)
=
c
4
.
Taking limits in 2. When t  , we get
c(1+c) lim sup
t  
:Er(s, t)+c
or
0
c
4
(1+c).
Thus c=&1 since c is negative. K
Theorem 4.4. Let C be a nonpluripolar cone in X and let Cr=C & B(0, r).
Then for every r>0 the set Cr is locally pluriregular at the origin.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the set Cr , r<1, is pluriregular at the
origin in B=B(0, 1). If Cr is strictly pluripolar in B, then there is a
negative psh function u on B equal to & on Cr . Choose z0 # B where
u(z0)>&. The function v(‘)=u(‘z0) is subharmonic in a disk of radius
1|z0 | in C, v(1)>& and v(0)=&. The intervals on the real axis are
not polar in the disk and therefore the set [v(‘)>&] is everywhere
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dense in the real line. Hence there is a decreasing sequence of real :j>0
converging to 0 such that u(:jz0)=a j>&. For j=1, 2, ... define
uj (z)={
max { u(:jz)j 2 |aj | , j log |: jz|= ,
j log |:j z|,
|z|<
1
:j
,
|z|
1
:j
.
Functions uj are psh on X, less than 0 on B(0, 1:j), less than j log r on
C & B(0, r:j), and uj (z0) &1j 2. Thus the function
v(z)= :

j=1
uj (z)
is psh on X, equal to & on C, and v(z0)>&. So Cr is not strictly
pluripolar on B and by Lemma 4.3.3 for every =>0 and r>0 we can find
R>1 so big that
sup
|z|1
|(z, Cr , B(0, R)) &1+=.
This means that
sup
|z|1R
|(z, CrR , B(0, 1))&1+=
and, consequently,
sup
|z|1R
|(z, Cr , B(0, 1))&1+=.
The theorem is proved. K
Now we are able to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof. We may assume that z0=0. Take a ball B=B(0, t)/Y. Fix
0<=<1 and let C= C. For every w # C, |w|=1, we can find a number
r(w)>0 such that |(‘w, F & B, B)< &1+= when |‘|<r(w). Let C j=
[w # C : r(w|w| )>1j], j=1, 2, ... . Since C= C j, there is j such that the
cone C j is not pluripolar. Let Cj=C j & B(0, 1j). By Theorem 4.4 there is
s>0 such that |(z, Cj , B)<&1+= when |z|<s.
Note that |(w, F & B, B)<&1+= on Cj . If u is a negative psh function
on B which is less than &1 on F & B, then u(w)|(w, F & B, B) and
therefore u(w) &1+= on Cj . Thus
u(w)(1&=) |(w, Cj , B)&1+2=)
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on B(0, s). Hence |(w, F & B, B)<&1+2= on B(0, s) and the set F is
pluriregular at 0. K
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